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“Once in a great while someone makes an automobile that is a thing apart from all others, an impersonal machine possessing a definite personality…...many a man competent to know will argue that the most completely appealing and unforgettable personality ever bui lt into a car
was put into the smallest of them all: the MG Midget.”
Ken W. Purdy, The Kings of the Road

JB 2265 Sees Daylight After 30 Years
I received this photo from Dave Harrison, showing the emergence of JB 2265 from
a basement in Gloucester Point, VA, and then received the text after asking Dave if
he could tell me a little more about the car. Ed.

By Dave Harrison
In This Issue:

I met the previous owner, George Salley when he was performing with a seashanty group. We got to talk after the show and he mentioned that he had an old
MG in his basement. I didn’t think too much of it at the time, thinking maybe it was
an old MGB, but it stuck in my mind and a couple of months later I tracked him
down in Gloucester Point, VA, close to Yorktown. He invited me over to kick tires
and have a beer, and took me down into his basement to see the car. It was disassembled, the body was loosely resting on the chassis, the engine was in one corner, the gearbox in another, with big piles of parts , not all MG, lying around. I knew
it was an L2 straight away
having driven an L1 at University, but had no idea it had
any history.
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The Early History of NA 0476
A twenty year search for information on my NA racing
special, which my father Lars Jacobsen built in the midfifties, was fruitless until last year. I knew Dad bought the
car in 1953, in pieces, from Harvey Mayer of Balboa Island.
It had bungee cord IFS when Harvey got it and Dad retained
it, as Harvey, a very fast race driver, said it handled great.
We knew it had once been in Germany as it has an export
plate. Harvey had passed away in Belize before I tried to
reach him when I rebuilt the car, and I could not locate his
son Mike. Then the Web brought me three windfalls.
First, Tom Metcalf
told me at the big MG
meet at Reno that he
had a book published in
Germany during BMW’s
brief ownership of the
MG name that had pictures from the 1930s of
an N type with rubberband suspension, and
did I think it was my
car? You bet! The photos showed it was, and
contacting the author in
Germany, Hagen Nyncke, I was able to get
more info. NA 03476
was exported new to
Dr. Raetz of Cologne,
who worked for a company that manufactured IFS on NA o476 by Dr. Raetz,
Cologne, 1935.
rubber bands for aircraft
and motorcycles, the
Neimann Co. Raetz immediately fabricated the new IFS to
use the rubber bands, and he raced the car at the Nurburgring and at Cologne in 1936.
Mike Allison confirmed that the car went new to Germany from Abingdon’s chassis files and was painted duo tone
blue; the sequence of colors on the bonnet sides, the only
original coachwork still on the car, shows blue, cream,
green, red. Nyncke sent a copy of an advertisement for the
car’s sale in Cologne in 1939. We do not know if it sold
then.

By Michael Jacobsen
Second, in trying to find Mike Mayer, whom I knew well from
the ‘50s when we often hung out at the road races together, I
posted a notice on a Balboa Island nostalgia web site. Mike’s
widow responded, alas; he had just passed. She looked for photos of the car among his collection but hasn’t found any ( yet).
But I got another response, this from Jacqueline Van Osten,
whose father was Dick Van Osten, editor of Auto Speed and
Sport in 1952, a sports car magazine, and who lived next door to
Harvey on Balboa. And she sent me a photo taken by her Dad
of Harvey in NA 0476 on Balboa c. 1949! It shows the IFS and
the dark red paint of Harvey’s ownership. And Jacqueline today
lives in Belgium!
Third, sports car racing historian Jim Sitz, with whom I chat via
email, when I mentioned Harvey and Dick Van Osten, sent me a
copy of a letter written shortly before Van Osten’s death in 1997

Claire and Dick Van Osten
with 0476, Belgium, c. 1947.
reminiscing about Harvey and Balboa, and mentioning that he
had owned the car, toured Europe in it after the war, and sold it
to Harvey! It was green when he had it, as shown in a photo of
Dick and Claire Van Osten with it in Belgium c. 1947, courtesy of
Jacqueline. Thanks to all of these people for filling in the gaps in
0476’s history. A more complete history of all three of my Dad’s
N types will appear in the next MMM Yearbook.

Harvey Mayer in 0476,
Balboa Island, c. 1949

Michael Jacobsen, NA 0476, Pittsburgh Vintage Grand Prix 2012
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For those of you in the Eastern US:

August 27-29, 2013
Put-in-Bay is a village located on South Bass Island in Ottawa
County, Ohio. If you look at a map of Ohio, go straight up from the center of the state and you will find Put-In-Bay. There is no doubt that Put-inBay is one of the most unique places you will ever visit. The tiny two by
four mile island is dotted with historic homes, the nation's third tallest
monument, quaint restaurants and local pubs. Beautiful water surrounds
Put in Bay where you will find the best walleye and perch fishing in the
United States.
Put-in-bay, nicknamed the "Key West of the North", offers an exciting nightlife with live musical entertainment to satisfy all generations.
Strolling Barbershop singers, bagpipers, steel drums and Ohio's best
entertainers are frequently seen on Put-in-Bay island.

Our host hotel will be the Bayshore Resort Put-In-Bay. We have
reserved a block of (20) double queen rooms under the North American
MMM Register at $169.00 per night. They also have King rooms with a
jacuzzi in the room for $179.00 and Suites for six for $225.00 per night.
They will hold the block until February 25, 2013 so be sure to register
early. Call the hotel directly at 866-422-9746 to make your reservations.
Be sure to mention that you are with the NAMMMR group.
For this event, you will register with the Put-In-Bay Roadraces,
which will be held at the same time as our meet. See the registration
information on the next page.
Plan to arrive on 26 August. 27 August is the PIBRRR History Day including talks about the history of PIB and visits to historical venues. There will also be a series of laps of the original road course held through the streets of Put-In-Bay.
The 28th will be PIBRRR Race Day at the Airport. After the races there is a cookout sponsored by Joe's Bar (Cemetery
Corner). You will register for this cookout when the PIBRRR Registration opens.
29 August will be the PIBRRR Car Show Day. This should be very special this year with vintage and historical
sports/racing cars circulating the island. Having the North American MMM Register cars on hand will simply dazzle the islanders.
The village played a significant role in the War of 1812 as the
location of the squadron of U.S. naval commander Oliver Hazard
Perry, who sailed from the port on September 10, 1813 to engage a British squadron just north of the island in the Battle of
Lake Erie. If you care to stay for Labor Day, there will be special
Battle of Lake Erie events this year. Ten Tall Ships will reportedly
grace the waters of Put-In-Bay Island. You will be able to see
them right from the car show grounds. Make your accommodations accordingly.

Lou Marchant with her 1934 MG J2
at Put-In-Bay in 2011

If you have questions, please get in contact with Craig A. Peck
at (440) 238-2729 or (440) 315-0981. He prefers e-mail at
CraigAPeck@wowway.com.
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2013 PIB Road Races Reunion To Feature Three British-Made
Marques for August 27-29 Event.
Morgan “Three Wheelers,” MMM MGs and Turners will be among the headliners for the fifth annual Put-in-Bay Road Races Reunion to be held August 2728-29, 2013 at historic Put-in-Bay, Ohio.
Beginning in 2009, the Put-in-Bay Road Races Reunion celebrates sports
car races that were held on the streets of the town of Put-in-Bay on Ohio’s South
Bass Island from 1952 to 1959 and in 1963. The reunion reaches back in time
to capture the history of those races and to re-create the atmosphere of sports
car racing of that era.
Put-in-Bay is a nostalgic island enclave and a short ferry ride off the shore
of Lake Erie near Sandusky, Ohio. Little changed from the ‘50s, it is one of the
very few places in North America where post-war sports cars raced through
towns and countryside on public roads and where those roads exist today virtually unchanged.
The Morgan, MG and Turner groups (not to mention Triumph, Lotus and others) are expected to add a distinctly
British flavor to the event, which this year will have an additional historical connection. The commemoration of the 200 th
anniversary of the Battle of Lake Erie, the deciding battle of the War of 1812, will begin on the island with the arrival of a
fleet of “tall ships” at Put-in-Bay on Thursday, August 29, the last day of PIBRRR 2013.
“With these fabulous cars and the arrival of the tall ships on our final day, PIBRRR 2013 may not be the largest British invasion of the island since 1813, but it may be the most photogenic,” says PIBRRR Director, Bob Williams.
PIBRRR 2013 features an array of activities including the Put-in-Bay Road Race Revival -- a day of vintage racing
around a hay-bale-lined course at the island’s airport whose landing strip has been resurfaced since the 2012 event.
Eligible cars for the race revival generally include small-bore sports cars, sports racers and open wheel cars made
in 1963 or earlier. For details see the racecar eligibility page under the registration section at www.pibroadrace.com.
2013 will be the second year that a full day of racing has been included in the program.
Other PIBRRR 2013 events open to owner-drivers of vintage sports cars of all types include “Road Race History
Day” with photo presentations and the popular round table panel discussion featuring original race participants and their
stories. There is also race track touring, a car show, parade laps around the original course, a picturesque rally-tour of
the island, rocker cover races, evening events at various island locations and much more. For details see the preliminary event schedule under the registration section at www.pibroadrace.com
The Put-in-Bay Road Race Reunion is an event unlike any other for sports car enthusiasts. Combining a delicate
balance of a relaxed environment, historic preservation, “old school” style vintage car frivolity where competition takes a
back seat to having fun, and the pleasure of being in a magical setting with other people who “get it” is what PIBRRR is
all about.
Overall event director:

Bob Williams 570-724-5794 thornapple25@Frontier.com

Race director/race car entry eligibility: Jack Woehrle 803-463-5388 JWoesvra@aol.com
Media: Manley Ford 734-502-2435 manley776@yahoo.com
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California Folks Score Big at Car Shows

By Larry Long

They start in May, these local car shows that draw big crowds and a wide variety of cars. If one lives in California, one can attend at least one show
every weekend over the summer months. Most of us in the MMM crowd, however, tend to divide our time between the shows that feature only MGs,
only British cars, or European cars. An occasional visit to the low-rider and exotic car shows is usually on our agendas, but generally without a car.
The twentieth annual MGs By The Bay car show, organized by the MG Owners Club of Northern California, is one of the more popular shows for
MGs only. It was held on Sunday, June 2 at the Livery Shopping Center in Danville, California, with over one hundred MGs attending from all over
California. All MG models are welcomed at this show—daily drivers, race cars, works in progress, and even rolling chassis have been brought in the
past. Awards voting is done by the car owners, and in years past they have had classes for almost every different model of postwar MG, along with
special awards such as People’s Choice and Technological Innovation. This year there were additional awards to celebrate their twentieth anniversary.
This year, at least two of our members attended this show and received awards. Eric Baker was there with his PB, and George Steneburgh brought
his J2. Both received high awards for the classes in which they entered their cars. George’s J2 was featured on the poster advertising the event a few
years ago, as shown below.

And your editor, Larry Long, has not been sitting at home. This year he was invited to show his 1933 MG J2 at the 7th annual Concours d’Elegance, hosted by the San Luis Obispo County Hospice Program; he won a Best in Class award, with around 15 other British cars (to 1950). A couple
of weeks later, his car was chosen as second place in class at a charity European Car Show and at an annual show organized by the Central Coast
British Car Club in Oxnard, CA. People love these little cars!!

At Oxnard Harbor

At the Concours d’Elegance
At Pismo Beach
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From The Off Side: AXO 58 Spy Photos Surface!
Copied from the ??? Issue of the ??? Newsletter. (Sorry—I lost the reference!!) (Ed.)
A few days ago the secure phone rang in my office.
Caller ID was blank, but I answered, wondering how
someone got this classified number. Obviously disguising his voice, the caller advised me that a package of
great interest to me was taped to the underside of a particular wooden park bench near my home. Before I could
get any more information or trace the call, the line went
dead.
At dusk I drove to the park and found the envelope
just where the caller had said it would be. I returned to
my office and after dismissing the evening staff, carefully
opened the package. There I was shocked to find spy
photos of the AXO 58, the highly-classified project discussed in the April issue of this newsletter.
Of course I was skeptical at first since this project is
known by so few, but upon examination, the photos appeared to be genuine, and show the AXO 58 with its super high tech Abingdon Flux capacitor energy source
installed and operational! What is even more shocking is
the clever way this vehicle has been disguised. The pho-
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By Win Gould

tos show what appears to be simply a pre-war MG-PA
roadster, but those of us in the know realize it’s far more
than that. But we can’t discuss that.
Our analysts have studied the background in the pictures and have assured me it is no longer in the secret
western location where it was moved earlier this year.
The photos show it in or near a residential garage, but of
course specifics cannot be revealed to the general public
at this time. To the uninitiated, the instrumentation on the
dashboard would appear to be that of a stock MG-PA, but
high definition photo analysis shows that those dials show
far more than just speed and oil pressure! The Abingdon
Flux Capacitor is cleverly disguised as a stock PB or PA
gasoline engine, and only those with the highest security
clearances will ever suspect anything more. Obviously we
have launched an extensive investigation of what appears
to be a serious security leak here, but I must admit some
of us are pleased that the completion of this project appears to be in sight. As usual we will keep you posted on
further progress on a need to know basis.
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Chairman’s Outlook

Jack Kahler

Our NAMMMR 2013 National events are now planned and ready for you to register for the events of your choice. Craig
Peck, COORDINATOR PIBRRR, informs me we are going to have a "fabulous time" on Put-In-Bay Island in August. Mickey
Saperstein, COORDINATOR Carefree meet, has been working hard to ensure we have a GREAT time in Arizona in October.
The Register has made it quite simple to register for these events. Go to our web site, nammmr.org then to 2013 Events and
you will find all the dates, schedules and registration forms for each event.
Living in Colorado is living in MMM paradise with our clear sunny blue sky days, a background of the snow-capped
Rocky Mountains with miles and miles of quiet mountain roads to drive your supercharged MMM machine! In the past six
months we have added another MMM wonder to this majestic environment. I would like to WELCOME Chris and Rita Leydon
to Colorado. Chris is, as most of you know, the
world renown MMM engine builder and restorer
along with expertise about any other exotic engine Europe has to offer. They have built a beautiful new home in Salida, Colorado with an elaborate new workshop. At the present time, Chris
and Tom Metcalf are collaborating on the restoration of Doreen Evans' famous MG NA trials car.
Chris and Rita are new members of the Register and I am looking forward to having them
involved in all the Register activities. Take a look
at their web site
http://www.christopherleydon.com
Our new web site, nammmr.org, has a
tab to Member's Cars where you can list and
show off your prize MMM beauty. Regardless of
the condition of your four or six cylinder
machine send a brief description and
photos to Web Master Jack Schneider
and he will be sure to list it on the site. I
would like to see all members' cars
listed.
I would also encourage all members to let us know of your MMM experiences or activities by sending Larry
Long an article for publication in our
quarterly news letter. Include your photos to further communicate the excitement of your adventures.
Seeya all in Put-In-Bay, Ohio in late
August!!
Cheers—Jack

Exhaust Manifold
Aluminizing

-

The original finish on your exhaust manifold restored utilizing the metal flame spray technique used when the manifold was new. Four cylinder manifolds including clamps
$165. plus shipping. Please inquire about split six cylinder manifolds or other applications.
MGTOM@zoominternet.net 419-525-0799

tom metcalf

shop: 118 park avenue east, rear ● po box 1052 ● mansfield, oh ● 44901
Home: 1475 twp rd 853 ● ashland, oh ● 44805 ● usa
Shop: 419-525-0799 ● home: 419-289-6241
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Jim Dougherty #437, Covington, Louisiana. 985-789-1826,
Jim@coopercarsofcovington.com
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Put-In-Bay Road Race Reunion 2013 Forms and Driver Information
The time for the Put in Bay Road Races Reunion of 2013 is here. You can find links on their web site to the main page of
information for this year's reunion and the Registration Information Page, the Online Registration Form and the Event Information for Drivers page. For those that have already registered and are checking in and for anyone wishing to register at the
event, you can find the registration Table at the Wee Cottage (part of the Anchor Inn).
Registration Forms for the PIBRRR 2013 Event (August 27th - 29th, 2013) are available on the Registration Page. Anyone
wishing to Register at the event can bring the forms to the registration Table at the Wee Cottage (part of the Anchor Inn).
The following Registration information is available on The Registration Page:
The PIB 2013 Road Races Reunion Entry Form.
The PIB 2013 Road Races Reunion Car Eligibility document.
The PIB 2013 Road Races Reunion Competitive Regulations.
The Preliminary PIB Road Races Reunion Airport Schedule for Wednesday August 28th, 2013.
The PIB 2013 Race Car Information Sheet.
The Preliminary PIB Road Races Reunion Event Schedule.

Rocker Cover Racing Returns to the Put-In-BayRoad Races Reunion
Attention PIBRRR race fans! The rocker cover races were introduced to this PIB event in 2012 and the crowd said they’d
like to have them return. The track is reserved, my team is in place and the rules and regulations are included in separate documents. In general, attach some wheels to your favorite rocker cover and go racing. This is a gravity powered race of two
cars at a time. Elimination runs continue until there is an overall champion. Read the rules and regulations for details. The
Rocker Cover Races will be run on Thursday morning before and during the Car Show.

MG Games Return to the Put-In-Bay Road Races Reunion
The MG Games will return to the PIBRRR this year. Introduced in 2012, the Games proved popular enough to bring them
back in 2013. Such vintage racing legends as: Greg Prehodka, Tom Baumgardner and Manley Ford put their skills to the test
with Greg emerging the winner. Prizes were provided by Joe’s Bar and we had a good time. This year we will conduct the
Games prior to the Turn 4 Party and finish before dark. So get to Joe’s right after the races!

The North American MMM Register Eastern Gathering – Put-In-Bay, Ohio
The North American MMM Register is an international group of MG owners of pre-World War II overhead cam MG cars.
MMM or Triple-M is the abbreviation we use for Midgets – Magnas – Magnettes. Midgets are four cylinder OHC cam sports
cars and racing cars while Magnas and Magnettes are their larger six cylinder brothers. The North American MMM Register is
dedicated to the preservation, restoration and use of these unique and interesting vehicles. Many of the cars coming to P-I-B
are recent Amelia Island and Hilton Head show winners. We hope to bring some 1930’s flavor to the meet and enjoy the
PIBRRR program of events. Listen for the whining of the vertical dynamos, straight cut gears and raucous superchargers.
These cars are sexy!
One of our members, Peter Ross, has done some exceptional research into Road Racing in America in the 1930’s and
will present his talk during the weekend; details yet to come on time and place.
The North American MMM Register looks forward to enjoying the casual, low-key atmosphere of the Put-In-Bay Road
Races Reunion while bringing something different for everyone to enjoy.
Craig A. Peck, NAMMMR coordinator PIBRRR
As you can see, both the PIBRRR and the GoF West events are going to be outstanding events in the chronicles of the NAMMM Register.
We would like to see as many MMM cars as possible at both events, so use the remaining time to get the cars in shape for the road trip, or
trailer them—we don’t care. Just get ‘em there!! And if you can’t bring the car, bring yourself; we know you will enjoy seeing all of the MG Tseries cars in Carefree and the historic racing cars at Put-In-Bay.
Be sure to register for GoF 2013 at Carefree by sending in the registration form, or go on line at gofwest.org and send the completed form
electronically. Hotel information for the Carefree event is included on the registration form, or check out the details on line. Send a note or
email to Mickey Saperstein at f3mickey@hotmail.com, or Jack at mgjack@aol.com to let us know that you have registered.
Event registration information for the Put-In-Bay event is shown above or on the Put-In-Bay Road Race web; be sure to check that periodically. But be certain to register at the hotel very soon before they release the block of rooms. And, after you have registered, send an email
to Craig Peck at CraigAPeck@wowway.com, or Jack at mgjack@aol.com.
If you have any questions, please contact Jack Kahler at mgjack@aol.com, Larry Long at emgeeguy@aol.com, or the contacts shown on
the Gofwest.org web site.
Looking forward to seeing you at these events! Larry Long, Director of Register Communications
NAMMM REGISTER NEWSLETTER Volume 26, Number 2
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Treasurer’s Report

Tom Metcalf

WHAZZ HAPPENING??? August Focus Event - Put-In-Bay Reunion Races, PIB, Ohio
I don't know about where you live but this has really been a wet spring and summer. I'm really looking forward to a nice
dry spell during our end of August week at "The Bay". For those of you not familiar with PIB, the village is on South bass
Island in Lake Erie, about a half hour ferry ride from the mainland of Catawba Island (which is accessible by car). Your Triple-M tow vehicle and trailer - and even Kahler's massive RV tow rig - all will fit on the ferry. No worries, and there is parking for rigs and trailers right across from the hotel.
South Bass is also accessible by The Jet Express, with every half hour service from Port Clinton or downtown
Sandusky. No cars, only foot traffic, but easily walkable to our hotel and there are plenty of golf carts to rent near the Jet
dock. We used to sail over for a weekend of fun from our home port of Sandusky on the Sandusky Bay of Lake Erie. It's
about a 3 hour sail in with decent wind, out around Marblehead lighthouse we'd go, and a good Bass Ale (or two) (or more)
was always enjoyed once we were docked. The Jet Express is much quicker!! But not as fun sez me.
We are not the only group holding our focus event at this reunion. Morgan Trikes will be in abundance, as well, as it's
the location for their fifth annual Peter Morgan Memorial Race. Other Morgans will be there, too. Now I don't know about
you, but I'd sure like to see a HUGE turnout of our Triple-M cars to show the crowd what REAL 30's sports cars were like !!!
The Island is scenic, of course, and historical, too. Commodore Oliver Hazard Perry and his crew turned back the British invasion in 1813 during the War of 1812. The Battle of Lake Erie was significant and Perry's victory was a major turning
point. The huge 200th anniversary of Perry's victory will just be underway on Thursday, and the battle actually took place
just off South Bass. Tall ships and rein actors will be in abundance and the country's 3rd tallest memorial (352 feet), Perry's
Monument, will be open for scenic views of South Bass and surrounding islands.
Brief schedule highlights......
TUESDAY is the big welcoming party at 7:00PM.
WEDNESDAY is racing and the really big FABULOUS BIBULOUS GALLIMAUFRY with BEER.
THURSDAY is the big car display starting at 8:00AM and wrapping up the event will be closing ceremonies at 2:00.
Then, FRIDAY is back to the mainland to Metcalf's for the all day BEACH PARTY & COOKOUT !!! When leaving South
Bass Island, set your GPS for 1923 Cedar Point Road in Sandusky. We are having a cookout - brats & burgers + BEER
and margaritas, all with a sandy beach for dunking tootsies or beach combing - and an unbeatable view of Lake Erie. It's
about a half hour drive from the mainland dock, and we'll have off site parking for the rigs. With limited parking, MG's are
much more welcome at the party than tow vehicles !!
We'll need a cookout head count, please, so we know how many lumps of meat to burn. Please let me know at
MGTOM@ZOOMINTERNET.NET.
There are registration forms and more information for PIBRR elsewhere in this issue. Our contact person is J2 guy
CRAIG PECK at 440.315.0981 or craigapeck@wowway.com. Thanks to Craig for all the hard work and many hours he's
put into planning this event.
I'm looking forward to seeing all attendees and hope YOU can be there with us on the sunny shores of Lake Erie.
Octagonally—Tommmmm
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Registrar Ramblings

Lew Palmer

As I write this, we are a mere 5 days away from leaving for GOF Central 2013 in St. Charles, Missouri. It looks to be
somewhat smaller than usual, but the St. Louis MG Car Club always puts on a good show. I hope to see a few of our
fellow Triple-Mers there. Unfortunately, circumstances preclude me from attending either of the national meets this year,
but if you can, please support the Register with your presence (and your car’s) at either Carefree, AZ or Put-In-Bay.
This issue should include a listing of all current (or only 1 year past due) members and the Triple-M cars they own.
This should be considered the substitute for the annual directory. The costs of printing and mailing have become such
that the steering committee has decided to print a formal directory only every second year.
While putting this list together, it struck me that this is indeed an addictive hobby, as many of us own more than one
Triple-M car and, no doubt, several other MGs, as well. I was curious to see how bad some of us have the multiple-car
disease, so I did some quick statistics, which I herewith present:
Of the 148 current (or near current) members, 106 or 72% own just the one Triple-M car; 26 of us or 18% own 2; 8 or
5% own 3; 3 members or 2% own 4; 2 members own a staggering 5; and an unbelievable 2 members (Dick Cobb and
Peter Welch) own 6 Triple-M cars. Please pass your sympathies to Dick and Peter. <grin>
One member who shall remain nameless (you know who you are) foolishly sold his lovely two-tone green PB and
currently has no Triple-M car.
But our ranks are again on the rise with several new members joining, some with new previously unknown cars, and
others the new owner of a known car. Please join me in welcoming the following me members:
Octagonally, Lew

Chris & Rita Leydon
KN0332

Russel Hertzog
2M0586
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Daniel Roberts
J3770

Glenn Brazil
PA1466
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JOE CURTO
S.U. & STROMBERG
CARBURETOR
PARTS AND RESTORATION
Largest stock of New & Used
S.U. Parts this side of
England..
Pre & post war
25 YEARS
EXPERIENCE
Rebuilding & Servicing S.U.s

MANUFACTURER OF
HIGH QUALITY
THROTTLE SHAFTS

ONE STOP FOR ALL YOUR
CARBURETOR NEEDS
other services:
Water Pump Overhaul, Camshaft
Reprofiling, Trafficator Parts & Service
general component repair
Lucas, Girling, Lockheed Parts Supplied
We accept credit cards 
Inquiries and Dealers Welcome

22-09 - 126th Street
College Point, NY 11356
(718) 762-SUSU
FAX (718) 762-6287

THE

MONTLHERY
GARAGE.

ENGINE OIL PIPES
PRESSURE GAUGE PIPES
FUEL PIPES

CONTACT BARRY FOSTER
FOR
OIL PIPES FOR MMM CARS

HEAVY GAUGE PIPE USED
NEW FITTINGS THROUGHOUT
SILVER SOLDER USED

EVERYTHING YOU NEED FOR A C OR J4 ENGINE AND MORE….
Rocke’s Barn, Butleigh, Glastonbury, BA6 8ST Telephone: (01458) 850169 Fax: (01458) 850972
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North American MMM Register Newsletter

TECHNICAL

TOPICS

Subject: The Flex Plate and Vertical Drive

Notebook
Section:

2.1.8

By Chris Leydon, Salida, CO

An article Inspired by Bill Bollendonk who is negotiating his way through an LType rebuild.
In the restoration of the prewar triple M engines, there are a substantial number of tricks and procedures, which if applied, will assure success. This article delineates a protocol for addressing the flexible coupling and the components
which drive the overhead camshaft, a source of common failure from the factory floor to the present day.
For many of you who are familiar with this drive, the goal is to prevent stress to the coupling both on assembly and in
operation: the coupling should remain perfectly flat in one plain (no wave) and aligned with the head so that the Dheaded bolts drop into the coupling bores without flex plate distortion. Reduction in cylinder head thickness and periodic
decking to the block are obvious sources of geometric
change. To establish a flex free flex plate is a goal that requires attention to detail.
The Fork Drive:
The vertical bevel geared shaft that drives the camshaft
comes in two flavors: one with a straight shank on which the
fork is assembled and the other with a tapered end to engage
a tapered bore in the fork (Fig 1). Most engine builders have
abandoned using the straight shank variety because they are
prone to failure unless assembled with a heat shrink fit. The
bevel gear with a tapered end, assures a steadfast attachment to the fork, however, it requires a thoughtful review of
the liabilities on assembly.
The tapered bored forks also come in many varieties, the
consequence of which is a varied position on the bevel
geared shaft. This, in turn, affects the acceptable clearance
with the flex disk on assembly: a fork that protrudes vertically

Fig. 1
too far will flex the coupling down; a fork that falls short of
the disk will warp the coupling vertically up on assembly.
A careful look at both new and old forks assembled as
shown in Fig 2 show some that are relatively flat and others whose forked ends are significantly offset.
In addition to these varied offsets, the tapered bores
vary significantly and will position the forks in different locations on the shaft. Notice the variations in fork positions
on the two pictures on the next page (Figs. 3 & 4). (The
shaft is new and the two forks are new.) The first picture
will yield an assembly which is .210" shorter than the assembly in the second picture. This information would prove
most helpful should a longer or shorter assembly be needed.

Fig. 2

If it were to be anticipated that an original bevel
geared fork would be reused, this component should be
magna fluxed (or dye penetrant tested). A spanner of the type shown in Fig. 5 insures the areas of concern
are easily visible during inspection.
TT 2621
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Fig. 4

Fig. 3

Fig. 7
Fig. 5
Fig. 6
Over long use and/or misregistration with the generator drive, the fork will
fail in two areas: 1, At the base of the scroll (Fig. 6) and 2, In the area under
the D-head bolts (Fig. 7). Failure usually occurs in these locations as a fault of
a marginal or no radius machined into the fillets.
The area of the scroll will be addressed later in this article, however, the
area under the head of the D-bolt can be dressed with a jewelers file with a
radius edge. Set the fork into a chuck with a locked spindle and dress the
milled cut (Fig. 8). In this way, the stress raiser at the root of the cut will be
eliminated.
The Tapered Shaft:

Fig. 8

The chance that the tapered bore in your chosen fork will perfectly match
the taper on the vertical shaft is less than probable. To insure that fork is secure on the shaft when assembled, these
two components must be lapped together.
Using either machinist lapping compounds
or a combination of coarse and fine valve
grinding compound (Figs. 9 & 10), lap
these two together oscillating thirty degrees, lifting up, relocating, and re-lapping
similar to the process of lapping a valve
into a cylinder head. To start with a grit of
240 and end with 400 to 600 grit would be
appropriate. The end of your efforts should
Fig. 10
Fig. 9
leave a evenly mat surface finish on both
components. You may be surprised how
NAMMM REGISTER NEWSLETTER Volume 26, Number 2
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long this will take.
With the potential of the fork and shaft now to be mated as an assembly,
there is still no assurance that the plane of the fork is perpendicular to the axis
of the shaft. It most likely is not, especially if the chosen components are new.
To address this issue, and it is an IMPORTANT ONE to address:
1. Clean the fork bore and the shaft of all residual lapping compound.
2. Install the key insuring a tight fit into the keyway slot in the shaft.

Fig. 11

3. Lightly lubricate the shaft and fork
and torque together.
4. Assemble between centers on a
lathe with a suitable dog drive and
machine the face of the fork as
seen below. Note: It is recommended that if the generator was
finish assembled to the front housing and the head fitted to the block
with a gasket of appropriate thickness, the distance between the
Fig. 12
generator fork and the vertical drive
fork could be measured and the
fork machined to the thickness of the flex coupling swaged collars (Fig 11).

Fig. 13

Oil Sealing the Vertical Housing:
Before removing the fork from the shaft, it is wise to reflect on oil control. Traditionally, oil accumulating in the housing
above the generator would overpower the reverse acme threads machined onto the fork. Misalignment and loose assembly would compound the problem by imparting matching grooves in the upper casting making oil control nearly impossible. Remedies in Great Britain would include soldering a disc to the underside of the fork to act as a slinger to
shield the generator but create a spray of oil around the engine bay and inside bonnet (See Figs. 12 & 13).
Perhaps a more reasonable solution is to machine the housing to accept a modern lip seal. This is easily accomplished by centering the housing on the lathe (Fig. 14) and machining a counterbore into the housing to accept the seal.
Use of a National Oil Seal, number 240816 (Fig. 15), might be an appropriate choice. Because the housing is tapered on
the underside, a wise machine practice is to machine the face of the bore where the seal would enter (Fig. 16) so that
when pressing in the seal, the seal will not cock on entry.

Fig. 14

Fig. 15

Fig. 16

Having kept the shaft and fork attached, this assembly may now go back onto the lathe (Fig. 17) to machine off
the acme threads to the prescribed diameter for the oil seal. This journal needs to be very smooth (perhaps finished with
an emery cloth while on the lathe). Special attention should be paid to radius the cutting tool so as not to create a stress
raiser in the fillet of the journal.

TT 2621
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Fig. 18

Fig. 17
The efforts to create an absolutely true shaft and fork
assembly can be ruined without one last precaution. It is
an often seen in practice to pull the fork off the shaft using a dual armed puller engaged to the two ends of the
fork. With the fork tight on the shaft, this will likely bend
the ends of the fork inward, and thus negate all mentioned previous efforts. A far safer and best practice
would be to engage the use of an intermediary disc that
would bolt to the fork to keep the arms in the same plane
and then use a puller pushing through the center of fork
to release the fork from the vertical shaft (See Fig. 18).
The fork will pop off the tapered shaft and no damage will
be incurred to the fork arms.
For the practice as just described to have merit, it is
imperative that the vertical drive and the generator have
a common axis. This procedure is described in Blowers
Manual and elsewhere and employs a fixture similar to
what is pictured in Fig. 19.

Fig. 19

If you feel a sense of exhaustion from having plowed through this article, it is because the prewar MMM engines
are complex and lack the simplicity of their pushrod cousins. The rewards, however, are in having Safety while going
Fast.
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Racing Cars—Past and Future
A Voice From the Past

By W.W.Wallis

Reprinted from Safety Fast, February and March, 1983.
There should be neither MG driver nor enthusiast who does not know that the late Cecil Kimber was the founder of
The MG Car Co. His daughter, Mrs Jean Cook, has generously allowed a recently discovered Paper by "Kim" to be reproduced in Safety Fast.
As you read it, serialised in this and future issues, I ask you to keep recalling to memory that this man of vision was
talking in 1944 —nearly forty years ago— and during a world war and without the hindsight that we have.
This is the second installment of this reprint published in this newsletter. The first installment was published in the
Spring 2013 issue, and the final installment will be published in the Fall, 2013 issue. Ed.
One of the first lessons we had to master was how to
make the big-ends stand up. The original engine had
connecting rods of parallel section and it was common to find
the letter H of the section reproduced on the top half of the big
end bearing. Splaying the connecting rod at the bottom end
and making it really massive was one step. Abolishing the
absurd nick, that is so often milled in the connecting rod to
take the big end bolt head, helped; but there was one thing
we established and that was the oil temperature in the
sump must be kept below 85°C however hard the car might
be driven around Brooklands. Very large capacity
sumps, well finned, and ample pump capacity provided most
of the answer.
Then I designed what became the Standard Midget and
Magnette frame for many years. Parallel side members,
tubular cross members and an underslung back axle. This
at once transformed the car from a road holding point of
view.
The three-speed standard gearbox was then discarded
and a 4-speed E.N.V. box with remote control fitted and by
degrees it became quite a motorcar.
As I mentioned at the beginning of my talk, I have had to
rely on my memory for the various facts that I then put down
on paper, but it was only recently, when I was visiting my
Brother and quite accidentally picked up a book on motor
racing, that I found how very much my memory had been at
fault. This was a book called 'Combat' written by Barre
Lyndon, giving in chronographical sequence the history of
the M.G. car.
I had to revise a lot of my notes in consequence
and I thought it might make this talk more interesting if I
gave you a short resume of this history. For instance, I
found that the first race ever won by an M.G. was on October
10th 1927 — a fact I had quite overlooked. This was in
Buenos Aires, when a certain Alberto Sanchez Cires won
a 100 kilometre race on a new concrete track (1-1/2 miles
to the circuit) that they had just constructed. He apparently ran away from the field to win at the modest speed of
62 m.p.h. Over here, the first sporting event ever won by an
M.G. was achieved when I won the gold cufflinks that I am
now wearing by successfully getting through the 1925 London-Lands End without losing any marks, in the first M.G.
that I ever built.
In the following years more similar awards were won, but
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what really established the M.G. in the eyes of the sporting
fraternity was the way the four 8 h.p. Midgets entered the
1929 London-Lands End run, sailed up Beggars' Roost in a
procession, making faultless climbs and going on to win four
gold medals. You must remember that in those days Beggars'
Roost failed the majority of entrants, especially in the lower
powered range. This was followed by an observed 100 ascents non-stop of this hill.
It was these successes that began to make people think
about racing M.G.'s and in 1930 three enthusiasts named
Randall, Pollard and Edmondson entered a team in the
Double Twelve Hour Race at Brooklands. There were seven
other teams entered for the team prize, which the Midget
managed to secure at something over 60 m.p.h. the individual cars being capable of lapping at over 70 m.p.h.
However, their size — 847 c.c. —was too big a handicap in the
1,100 c.c. class to win the class prize. In the same race there
was also entered a Mark III, 18 h.p. MG known as the
'Tigress' driven by Callingham, but this retired with big end
trouble.
Another entrant in the race was Captain F. H. B. Samuelson, with a wide experience of light car Continental racing, and he was so impressed with the capabilities of his 847
c.c. Midget he entered it for the Le Mans 24 hour race to be
held the following month. His co-driver was Murton Neale.
In spite of the handicap of only 3 speeds, they averaged
over 60 m.p.h. until they retired with a broken oil pipe following an accident when Neale was driving, when he rammed a
bank. Undismayed by this failure, Samuelson entered the
car for the Belgian 24-hour Race which was held at Spa.
Again there was the handicap of competing in the 1,100
c.c. Class. Although he was not placed, he finished the course
suffering from acute clutch slip, through oil.
More trouble was experienced with freezing carburettors,
which was overcome by feeding warmed air to the carburettor
from the rear of the radiator. A few days later the M.G. was
wheeled out to take the 5 kilometres at 103.13 and the 5 mile
at 102.76 and the 10 mile at 101.87
Thus, the M.G. was the first 750 c.c. car to reach 100
m.p.h. but for technical reasons the mile record could not be
officially taken at Monthlery, which was a bit Gilbertian when
greater distances were covered at a higher speed.
In March 1931, perhaps because it was the 13th, M.G.'s
made an unsuccessful attempt to get the mile record, but
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with their super-charged model. This was late in 1930 and it
was desirable to obtain this before the end of the year, otherwise the Austin record would stand until the end of 1931.
The trials at Newmarket were so promising that Eyston
and his equipe went over to Monthlery on Boxing Day, and,
after some trials and tribulations owing to the intense cold, a
freezing carburettor and an icy track, on New Year's Eve the
following records were taken:
50 kilometre — Austin 83.5 MG 86.38 whilst the 50
miles was taken at 87.11 and the 100 kilometers at 87.3, but
a valve broke and prevented the 100 mile record being
achieved.

achieved only 96.93 though this beat the Austin record.
On May 8th and 9th 1931 the J.C.C. Double Twelve Hour
Race at Brooklands was again held. No less than fourteen
private owners bought M.G.'s and entered the race. The
result was the greatest overwhelming victory ever achieved
in the history of motor racing — 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th,
7th, 8th and 11th was the result against the whole field, whilst
they also mopped up every class prize and the team prize.
Then some of the same entrants went over to Dublin for the
Irish International Grand Prix.
Again a 1st, 2nd, 3rd win against the whole field, the
drivers being Black, Horton and Gardner. Speed was just
under 65 m.p.h. Serious gearbox and selector trouble put
other entrants put of the race.
In June came the Le Mans race again, and once more
the irrepressible Samuelson entered a car, as also did the
Hon. Mrs. Chetwynd. The latter retired with a key shearing in
the timing gear. Samuelson's car, again damaged by a
crash, failed to complete the last lap in the time allowed under
the somewhat complicated rules and was disqualified in
spite of being amongst the leaders. A con rod broke on this
fatal lap, though he brought the car through.
The real heroes of these races were the mechanics,
who often worked the clock round to get cars prepared in
time.
At the Works we also saw the possibilities of the Midget,
and set to work to build something special; this was known as
Ex 120. It was fitted with an underslung frame which I designed and which became the standard design right up to
the outbreak of war.
By fitting liners and a shorter throw crankshaft, the
size was reduced to 747 c.c. and compression raised. Today
we should not fit liners, but a still shorter throw crankshaft.
Anyway, one dawn, if anyone had been on the Newmarket Road they would have seen George Eyston and a party
of mechanics unloading Ex. 120 from a lorry for the purpose of
secretly trying out the car to determine whether there was any
chance of getting away from Au-stin's the record they held
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It must be remembered that the M.G. took these records
with an unsupercharged car, whilst the Austin had been
supercharged. This led to the idea of going all out for the 100
m.p.h. record with a blower added. We were spurred on by
the fact that we knew Austins were after the same record,
which was regarded as an important milestone of speed, and
we knew Malcolm Campbell had taken an Austin out to Daytona with him with the idea of adding this achievement to his
many others.
Under Eyston's guidance we fitted one of his Power Plus
blowers and gave it a two-day run on our comparator at 87
m.p.h. Then early in 1931 in bitterly cold weather we went back
to Monthlery. Whilst there, news came through that Campbell had only achieved 94 m.p.h. The week before the effort,
lacko' and Kendall, the two mechanics, put in 126 hours,
making last moment alterations to combat the cold.
On February 9th,1931 Eyston took all the records still
standing to the credit of Austin; the new records were 97.07
for 5 kilometres; and also the 5 mile, the 10 kilometer record
held by a little known French voiturette called the (???)
Still undaunted, Samuelson entered for the German
Grand Prix at the Nurburgring, also a Czech called Urbau
Emmerich. Samuelson lapped at 55 m.p.h. in the rain
against Carriciola's 65 and came in 5th in the 1,100 c.c.
class.
Emmerich went off the course and down a precipice and
was lucky to escape with his life.
Then August, still 1931, and the Ulster T.T. in which Black
repeated his Dublin victory and won at 67.9 m.p.h. The record for the lap only, for any size of car up to then, had stood at
under 67!! There were 3 M.G.'s in the first seven.
The racing season wound up with the B.R.D.C.'s 500
Mile Race at Brooklands. This is a race in which different
handicap speeds are set for various engine sizes, and to show
the in-fluence M.G. successes had on this handicap-ping, it is
interesting to note that whilst the 1930 handicap speed for the
750 c.c. class was 82.3, for 1931 it had been raised to 93.97
— nearly 12 m.p.h. increase. In this race E. R. Hall came
third, Crabtree fifth and with Kindall's M.G. they also got the
team prize. Troubles were big ends and blown gaskets.
Before this race happened Austin's took the S. S. mile
and kilometer record at 74.12 and 65.00 and the Flying
Mile at 100.67. Then, out of the blue, Viscount Ridley came
down from Newcastle and calmly took the Flying Mile record
at 104.5 and the kilometre at 105.4; but whilst all this was
going on, M.G.'s were busy building a special record breaker
known as Ex 127.
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The engine was set aslant the frame, bringing the differential to one side of the back axle to allow a lower seating
position. The axle shafts were of chrome molybdenum
and the axle tubes the same. The crown and bevel were of
80 tons tensile whilst the propshaft was tested to 7,000 r.p.m.
with a critical speed of 9,000.
Ex 127 was meant for short distance attempts, leaving
the old Ex 120 for the longs. When the news leaked out,
Austin's went over to Monthlery followed almost immediately by the M.G. contingent, both camps being intent on being
the first to cover 100 miles in the hour.
Mrs. Stewart, now Mrs. Duggie Hawkes, was to drive
the Austin; two attempts were made before the M.G's started, but both failed.
Ex. 120 was got ready first and thanks to all the lessons
that had been learned was found capable of lapping at 106
to 108. It was fitted with extra tanks for petrol, oil and water,
all in the cockpit, dual pipe lines, dual oil gauges, twin
switches and air gauges. In the meantime, Austin's succeeded in beating Eyston's 5 kilometer record at 109 m.p.h. A
third attempt at the hour record by Austin's ended in failure
owing to transmission trouble.
At 1 o'clock on September 25th 1931 Eyston set off in Ex
120 for this coveted hour record. Steadily, lap after lap, the
little car roared round the track to achieve 101.1 miles. He
then went on to complete another lap, but didn't appear. His
faithful mechanics jumped in a car and tore off to find out
what had happened. They found the car right side up off
the track and burning furiously. Beating their way
through the smoke and flames, they were astounded to find
no Eyston in the car, nor could he be found anywhere around.
It appeared that Eyston had been able to decant himself
from the car whilst it was still doing about 60 m.p.h. and a
Citroen test driver, who was also circling the track, found
him, lifted him into the car and rushed him off to the hospital,
where he was treated for severe burns and a broken collar
bone.
Whilst he was in hospital, trials were commenced on
Ex127 which were disappointing, as boiling was experienced.
An aeroplane wing type radiator was fitted into the top of
the en-gine cowling and on October 17th 1931 the late E.A.D.
Eldridge took the. 5 kilometer record at 110 m.p.h. which was
the fastest speed ever re-corded to date in Class 'H'; the gasket going and the radiator tubes bursting prevented further
attempts. It was found the blower was impeding the air flow to
the radiator.
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A week later Viscount Ridley again appeared at Brooklands with his Ridley Special. An accident wrecked the car
and seriously injured the driver, and a little later Cushman and
Driscoll took six class 'H' records including the six hours and
the 200 miles.
And so the ding-dong Austin/MG battle went on. In December 1931 again with the idea of getting the records in the
1931 period, the single-seater Ex 127 was sent over again
to Monthlery. Eyston was better and determined to try for the
2-miles a minute. In spite of ice covered track, he raised the 5
kilometer record to 114.77, 5 mile to 114.74, 10 kilometer to
114.72 and the 10 miles to-114.66; but the 120 m.p.h. eluded
him.
Early in 1932 the car was prepared for 120 m.p.h. at
Pendine Sands in Carmarthenshire. This was attempted on
February 8th after waiting days for the right condition of the
sands.
The R.A.0 timing apparatus kept breaking down and to
Eyston's bitter disappointment on one run when he was independently timed to do 123 to 124 m.p.h. it was not recorded,
as although the mechanism was working the ink had run out
on the recording pen. The final result was 118.39, though it
should have been over 121.
In May 1932 the J. C. C. substituted a two-day 1,000 Mile
Race at Brooklands for their previous Double-Twelve Hour
event and for this a number of M.G. owners entered their
cars. Rather a lot of troubles came to light in this event; during practice there was cylinder head gasket trouble traced to
green castings. In the race, big ends, leaking petrol tanks,
sheared dynamo couplings and blown gaskets made a number fall by the wayside, but Norman Black came in third at
75.5 which included a stop every lap on the second day for
petrol. Had it not been for this he would have won easily. As
it was, this was ten miles faster than the 1931 Double Twelve,
still running unblown.
June 18th 1932 found Samuelson once more at Le Mans,
this time partnered with Norman Black. The gasket trouble
had been overcome by using solid copper ones. At halftime they were leading the race, when again an accident in
which Black was involved caused a leaking petrol tank. This
put the car out of the race, as no replenishments are allowed under the rules at intervals of less than twenty laps.
To be continued in the next issue of the NA MMM Register Newsletter.
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Visit our Updated web site at:
http://www.nammmr.org
Or
The UK Triple-M
Register web site at:
www.triple-mregister.org
Or
The Pre-war MG Register
Of Australia web site at:
Http://prewar.mgcc.info
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New M-Type Book Available
Note received from Lew Palmer:
Just got a note from Robert Ferguson in the UK in response to my query about his book on building a M-type body for
those needing such: " How to Build MG. M type Body". The book has 93 pages of detailed information and is backed up
by eight sheets of patterns. The section detailing the actual build is covered by step by step photo's (Examples below).
Patterns, which are on AO size paper, detail 80 parts and 6 jigs. The Book and Patterns are £100 GBP plus P&P.
Contact Robert ashframes@hotmail.com

Cheers, Lew

*****************************************************************************************************************************************

Len Starr at Amelia Island 2013
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MG Airline Coupe: Record of Cars Sold Over the Past 7 Years
I’m not sure where I got this, but I thought it might be of interest to you. Ed.
DESCRIPTION

1938 HRG Airline Coupe*

DATE

AUCTION/

PRICE

OF SALE

PRIVATE

(Inc. PREMIUM)

8/03/2013

Gooding & Co.
Amelia Island, Florida

1936 MG NB Airline Coupe

17/01/2013

Bonhams, Scottsdale,
Arizona

1936 MG TA Airline Coupe

2011
27/10/2010
8/03/2008
20/04/2007

Coupe

2006

US$148500

RM Auctions, Gene
Ponder Collection Sale

1936 MG Magnette Airline

£145,000

RM Auctions, Amelia
Island, Florida

1935 MG NB Airline Coupe

Euros 155,000

RM Auctions
Battersea, London

1934 MG PB Airline Coupe

US$186,500

Private: W Fischer
(Switzerland)

1936 MG NB Airline Coupe

US$253,000

US$398,500

Private: D Lawley of
Toronto, Canada

Can $ 120,000

* The HRG Airline is a one-off car using an MG Airline body with HRG chassis and mechanicals.
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Invites you to attend

You won’t want to miss either of these events, but, if you can’t attend both, one of them will be
not far from you, and both are easily accessible from your part of the USA, regardless of where
you live. More information will be forthcoming in the NAMMM Newsletters, but the enclosed will
hopefully entice you to register and plan to attend at least one of these events.

The Arizona MG T Roadrunners invite you to Arizona!
...to the next GoF West gathering to be held in Carefree, AZ from
Oct 28 thru Nov 1, 2013
Plan to stay at the beautiful Carefree Resort, nestled within the foothills
and boulders of the Sonoran Desert. The accommodations and amenities
will surpass your expectations. In addition to stylish, comfortable rooms,
there is a full complement of facilities to suit all of your needs.

Characterized as an upscale residential area,
Carefree was conceived in the mid-1950s as a master-planned community. Typical of Carefree's character are its street names—Tranquil Trail, Easy Street,
Ho-and-Hum Roads and Long Rifle, Stagecoach and
Bloody Basin—which reflect both its quiet, casual air
as well as its Western heritage. The motto of Carefree is "Home of Cowboys and Caviar, Where the
Old West Meets the New."

The four day event will start on Monday with the roundup of all the first timers and a special display of their cars. If you
have never attended a GoF West event then you will be in for a treat because you will be our special guests on opening
night. All MMM cars will be eligible to participate in all of the events.
Other events for the week will include car display, tech sessions, “special” ladies tech event, funkana, roadrunner rally,
and finally, arts and crafts to include photo, model, and dioramas competition.
The week’s activities will end with an awards banquet.
Overall, there will be lots going on but there will also be plenty of time to socialize, sightsee, shop and relax. And when you combine the casual Carefree setting, local western flare and the excitement of the MG family, you will have a
GoF to remember. So, come along and be......................."carefree" in
Carefree
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1933 J2 For Sale
1933 J 2 for sale. Swept wing car. Needs full restoration, extra parts included.
James Perman 203 375 6095
brooklandsengr@mac.com

S. J. Gilbert

VINTAGE CAR RESTORATION

11 Pyrocroft Lane, Weybridge, Surrey, KT13 9XP
Fax/Tel No’s: 01784 466488—WORK ~~ 01932 843712—HOME
E-MAIL ~ sgilbert@emumail.net
SAMPLE FROM MY PRICE LIST:

FOR ALL MMM / T-TYPE BODYWORK REQUIREMENTS,
MMM FIREWALLS £72, APRONS £90, BONNET TOPS (PAIR) £200,
BONNET SIDES (PAIR) £190, BUCKET SEATS (PAIR) £150,
SIDE VALENCES £155, CYCLE WINGS (4) £270, FUEL TANKS £290,
P-FRONT WINGS (PAIR) £900, P-REAR WINGS (PAIR) £495,
P, J, L, F, J4 BODIES COMPLETE £1840, K3 SLAB TANK BODY £2700,
N-TYPES FROM £2650 - £5000, M-TYPE £1600, SPECIALS POA.
TA/B/C/D/F BODIES COMPLETE 2375, ALL BODIES COME WITH DOORS AND SCUTTLE TOPS
FITTED IN STEEL OR ALUMINUM.
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Cars For Sale
1935 MG PA 1850, from the estate of Mike Francks, a well known MG enthusiast. The car is in
excellent condition, with a fresh engine, Mike Collingsburn interior, and new Blockley, three stud
tyres. The car is located in Littleton, Colorado and can be seen and driven by appointment. More
pictures and details available from Carol Francks, 303-979-2851, carolfrancks@gmail.com.

1949 MG TC/8332/EXU, from the estate of Mike Francks, a well known MG enthusiast. The car
is in excellent condition and includes a fresh XPEG engine # 1592 and a new ( not rebuilt ) Shorrock supercharger, 19 “ chrome rims, with excellent Dunlap tyres and a complete tool roll. The car is
located in Littleton, Colorado and can be seen and driven by appointment. More pictures and details
available from, Carol Francks, 303-979-2851, carolfrancks@gmail.com.
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